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Exact solutions for vertical drainage and redistribution in soils
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Abstract. We solve a versatile nonlinear convection-diffusion model for nonhysteretic redistribution of liquid in a
finite vertical unsaturated porous column. With zero-flux boundary conditions, the nonlinear boundary-value
problem may be transformed to a linear problem which is exactly solvable by the method of Laplace transforms. In
principle, this technique applies to arbitrary initial conditions.

The analytic solution for drainage in an initially saturated semi-finite column is compared to previously available
approximate analytic solutions, obtained by assuming constant diffusivity, as in the Burgers equation, or by
neglecting diffusivity, as in the hyperbolic model. Contrary to popular opinion, the hyperbolic model has more than
one shock-free solution in a semi-infinite medium z > 0, as opposed to an infinite medium z E R. However, both the
Burgers equation and an improved hyperbolic model underestimate diffusivity at high liquid contents and
consequently overestimate the curvature of the soil liquid content profile.

1. Introduction

The redistribution of soil water is an important natural process in ecology, agriculture and
water-resources management. In addition, controlled redistribution has been used by Nielsen
et al. [1], Mahmoodian-Shooshtari et al. [2] and Jones and Wagenet [3] to measure soil
hydraulic properties. Such measurements rely upon the assumed dynamical theory of
unsaturated flow during drainage.

One-dimensional vertical flows must obey the equation of continuity

d0 dv
- + - =O, (1)
dt dz

where (z, t) is the volumetric moisture fraction, v is the associated flux, z is depth and t is
time. During redistribution, the upper boundary condition is

v=O, z=0. (2)

From the form of Darcy's law given by Childs [4] to account for unsaturated flow with
hysteresis, the flux is given by

(d)[z 0d, dz (3)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity, It is the (negative) capillary potential, or nongravita-
tional potential energy per unit weight, and 0* is the moisture content at which drying takes
over from wetting.

A particular example of the redistribution problem is the deep-drainage problem, in which
an initially saturated ( i = 0,), notionally semi-infinite (I = c) column is allowed to drain. In
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this circumstance, moisture decreases monotonically everywhere and hysteresis effects are
ignorable. Equations (1) and (3) then imply the nonhysteretic unsaturated-flow equation

ao (D(O).- d dK (4)
dt dZ dz dO dz'

where D is the soil water diffusivity,

D(O) = K(O) d') (5)

When more general initial conditions are imposed, one expects distinct wetting and drying
zones and the effect of hysteresis may be considerable, as shown, for example, by Youngs
and Poulovassilis [5] and by Watson and Sardana [6]. However, due to the difficulty of the
problem, hysteresis has not been accounted for in exact analytic models. It has been
incorporated in approximate analytic or numerical models by Whisler and Klute [7], Rubin
[8], Staple [9], Peck [10] and Perrens and Watson [11].

Even when hysteresis has been neglected, analytic models have continued to suffer from
the deficiencies summarized by Gardner et al. [12]. The relative magnitudes of so-called
gravitational and diffusive components of the soil water flux were investigated by Talsma
[13]. In some, but not all, zones of the soil, one may neglect either the diffusive contribution
or the gravitational contribution to the flux gradient (i.e. respectively the first and second
terms in the right-hand side of (4)) and thereby obtain previously used approximate analytic
models. For particular soil hydraulic functions D(O) and K(O), separation of time and space
variables in equation (4) is possible but Raats [14] pointed out that a solution of the form
O(z, t) = f(z)g(t) is feasible only for a limited class of initial conditions.

As discussed by Philip [15], if the functions D(O) and K(O) represent measured properties
of real soils, then both the quasilinear flow equation (4) and the boundary condition (2) are,
in fact, highly nonlinear. However, for various choices of D(O) and K(O) appropriate to
other applications, Fokas and Yortsos [16], Rosen [17] and Rogers et al. [18] have been able
to transform the nonlinear equation (4), subject to constant-flux boundary conditions, to an
exactly solvable linear problem. A similar model solvable equation of the form (4) has been
shown by Broadbridge and White [19] and White and Broadbridge [20] to be well-suited to
unsaturated flow in soils. Here we use this model to solve the nonhysteretic redistribution
problem exactly. This enables us to better assess the effect of various additional popular
assumptions, such as the neglect of the diffusive contribution to the soil water flux. In
principle, our technique applies to general initial conditions.

2. Analytic solution (semi-infinite column)

Recently Broadbridge and White [19] and White and Broadbridge [20] made use of the
unsaturated-flow equation (4) with

K = Ks02(C - 1) /(C - ) (6a)

and

D = h(C)S2 (Os -_ )- 2 (C - O) - 2 (6b)
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Here is the normalized water content, = ( - Jn)/(0 s - n), where On is the initial
uniform low volumetric moisture content, 0s is the moisture content at saturation, S is the
sorptivity defined by Philip [21] and Ks is the value of conductivity at saturation 0 = s . For a
wide variety of real soils, the representation (6a-b) is reasonable and the parameter C
between 1.02 and 1.5 (White and Broadbridge [20]).

The function h(C) is the inverse of

C(h) = (4hl /r)" 2 exp(- 1/4h) /erfc( h-11 2). (7)

In terms of dimensionless variables, our version of the nonlinear convection-diffusion
equation (4) is

daO d [ aO dK (8)
at- dz d* dO dz*

where

z, = zlAs, t* = t/ts, D* = C(C- 1)/(C- 0)2 (9)

and

K, = (C - 1)02/(C- 0). (10)

The length and time scales are

As = h(C)S2 IC(C - 1)( s, - On)K s (11)

and

t = h(C)S2 /C(C - 1)Ks2 . (12)

The factor h(C)IC(C-1) is of the order of unity, since h(C)IC(C-1)--> , Ir/4 as
C- 1+, co. As is a natural unit for capillary rise, an intrinsic property of the medium. The
dimensionless water-flux density is

v* = K* - D dOlaz . (13)

When D*(O) and K*(O) take the form of (9-10), equation (8) is exactly solvable when
subjected to constant-flux boundary conditions. The redistribution problem, involving a
zero-flux boundary condition,

v*=O, Z* =0, (14)

is a particular case of the solvable system.
However, the mathematical problem now being addressed is that the initial conditions

O = O,(z*) may be more complicated than those assumed by Broadbridge and White [19].
For example, in some experiments (e.g. Talsma [13] and Mahmoodian-Shooshtari et al. [2]),
a prescribed volume V of water is rapidly injected into a soil column of cross-sectional area

27
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A, after which redistribution is monitored. In such cases, the ideal initial conditions would be

0 = O,(z,)= 1, < , = Vo/[A(O - On)AS] ,

=0, z>l, (15)

We shall derive an exact solution for these initial conditions but the same technique applies
to general initial conditions.

The Kirchhoff [22] transformation

/ = D*(w) d (16)

= C(C - 1)/(C - ) , (17)

modifies (8) to

1 d d2 _ dK, d (18)
D* -t* dz d dz*(18)

The boundary and initial conditions are

v* = K*- =0, z = 0 (K* = CA- '[p-(C-1)] 2 ), (19a)
dz*

2-C-1 as z*---, (19b)

and

C, z*<l*, tt=0,
2 = (20)

C-1, z,>l*,, t=0.

The Storm [23] transformation

Z =Z D* OI2 ((z*, t*)) dz* = [C(C - 1)11/2 f - dz (21a)

and

T = t* (21b)

then changes (18) to

d/i(Z, T) d2/ + m'2[1 -l(C - 1)] (22)
dT dZ2 dZ

where

m = 4C(C - 1). (23)

The boundary and initial conditions (19) and (20) are equivalent to
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[- (C - 1)]2 _ [= , -Z=, (24a)

,- C-1 as Z- oo, (24b)

and

C, Z < L = [(C -1)C]1'21. , T=O,

= (25)
C-1, Z>L, T=O.

Equation (22) is essentially Burgers' equation. Following Forsyth [24], Hopf [25] and Cole
[26], after an application of the transformation

m1/2 -1I(C- 1)] = 2 du (26)
u Z'

(22) can be replaced by the linear diffusion equation

du d2 u
dtZ 2 = 0, (27)dT dZ2

subject to upper boundary condition d2 uldZ2 = 0, which is equivalent to du/d T = 0, by (27).
From (26), u is defined up to a free gauge transformation u(Z, t)--> au(Z, t) (a constant)
and we can satisfy the boundary and initial conditions (24)-(25) by imposing

u=1, Z=0, (28a)

u-->exp(-l,) as Z-)oo, (28b)

exp(-[C/(C - 1)]1"2Z], Z < L, T=O,
u = (29)

exp(-l,)(constant), Z ~ L, T=O.

The linear problem (27)-(29) may be solved by the method of Laplace transforms (see
Appendix), resulting in

Z L: u = exp(-MZ + M2 T) + erfc( ZT- 1 /2 )

+ ½ exp(MZ + M 2 T) erfc([L + Z]T-1 /2 + MT1 ' 2 )

- 2 exp(-MZ + M 2 T) erfc([L - Z]T -1 /2 + MT1 /2 )

- exp(-ML)erfc([L + Z]T- 1 / 2 )

+ ½ exp(-ML) erfc([L - Z]T - 1 / 2 )

- exp(-MZ + M 2 T) erfc(ZT- ' /2 - MT' /2 )

- 1 exp(MZ + M 2 T) erfc(½ZT- 1 /2 + MT1/2) ,

29

(30a)
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Z 3 L: u = exp(-ML) + erfc( ZT- 112 )

- ½ exp(MZ + M2 T) erfc(½ZT-1 / 2 + MT1/2)

-1 ½exp(-MZ + M 2 T) erfc(½ ZT -' 2 - MT' 2 )

+ 1 exp(MZ + M 2 T) erfc( [Z + L]T- '/2 + MT1 1 2)

+ exp(-MZ + M2T) erfc( [Z - L]T- 1/2 - MTI 2)

- exp(-ML) erfc( [Z + L]T -1 12 )

- ½ exp(-ML) erfc(l[Z - L] T - /
2 ),

where

M=[ C il/2.

To obtain the matrix flux potential /.t via (26), we use

du
Z L:

dZ

du
dZ

= - M exp(-MZ + M2 T)

+ M exp(MZ + M 2 T) erfc( [L + Z]T- 1 /2 + MT12)

+ M exp(-MZ + M 2 T) erfc(½ [L - Z]T- 1/2 + MTI'2 )

+ M exp(-MZ + M 2 T) erfc( 1 ZT- '2
- MTi' 2 )

-M exp(MZ + M 2 T) erfc(ZT- 1 / 2 + MT12),

= 1M exp(MZ + M2T) erfc(½ [Z + L]T-"12 + MT ' /2 )

- ½M exp(-MZ + M 2 T) erfc(½ [Z - L]T 1/2 - MT' /2 )

+ M exp(- MZ + M 2 T) erfc(2ZT- 1/2 - MT"1 2 )

- M exp(MZ + M 2 T) erfc( ZT- 1/2 + MT' 2 ) .

(32a)

(32b)

(33)

For a fixed non-negative value of Z, 0 is given by

O = C[- (1-2m-12 u-l du) 

The depth z is obtained by inverting (21a),

z*= D*,, dZ

= c-[ml/ 2 Z - In u], using (28a). (34)

The expressions (30)-(34) provide an exact parametric solution, requiring no numerical
integration.

In the deep-drainage problem, the whole column is initially saturated (L = oo), all terms in
(30) involving L become negligible and the solution agrees with that of Broadbridge and

(30b)

(31)
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81 0

Fig. 1. Hysteresis curves in the moisture characteristic of a typical soil, including
primary-drying curve originating at ,., and boundary-wetting curve.

boundary-drying curve,

White [19] for the special case of zero flux R = 0 at z = 0, except that the initial moisture
content is now 0 rather than On. From (33), we obtain an explicit expression for the surface
moisture content during deep drainage,

e = C - [1 + (1/[C -1] -1) eM 2 ' s erfc(M[t/ts]1/2 )] 

T

E

0

0o

at z=0. (35)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

e
Fig. 2. Soil water diffusivity, D, in drying Yolo light clay. estimated from measurements of K(O) and (0)6)
(Moore [27]). - current analytic model.

11
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An appropriate time scale for surface drainage is

M-2t = C- 2h(C)S2 K2 . (36)

For Yolo light clay with ,On=0.2376 and Os = 0.4950, we take C = 1.17 and K s = 1.23 x
10 - 7 m s - '. The raw conductivity data and fitted expression (6a) are given in Fig. 3a of White
and Broadbridge [20]. In a theory of deep drainage, the appropriate diffusivity (5) is related
to the derivative dP/dO taken along the boundary drying moisture characteristic whereas in a
theory of infiltration, the derivative is taken along the boundary wetting characteristic (Fig.
1). Using the drying-moisture characteristic data measured by Moore [27], we calculated the
sorptivity S by the method of Philip and Knight [28] to be 0.987 x 10- 4 m s-1 2 , compared to
1.254 x 10 - 4 m s-1'2 for wetting soil.

e
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0

z

(m)

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0

Fig. 3. Analytic solution for redistribution in Yolo light clay initially saturated to depth 0.2 m. Here, M- 2t, = 14.4 h.
The moisture characteristic i'(0) is taken to be the boundary-drying curve.

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

0

1

2

0.8 1.0

Fig. 4. Analytic solution for drainage of an initially saturated semi-infinite column of Yolo light clay at
dimensionless time M2T = 1.0. - - - current analytic model. · · · ·Burgers model. - hyperbolic model (Sisson et
al. [31]). - - - improved hyperbolic model.

z

(m)
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O

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0

z

(m)
1

2

1.0

Fig. 5. Analytic solutions of Fig. 4 at dimensionless time M2T = 4.0.

Values of the diffusivity (5) have been estimated by differentiating raw qIt(0) data and the
irregularities in measured D(O) may be a consequence of the noise in the input. The fitted
diffusivity model (6b) seems to be a reasonably smooth representation of the raw data (Fig.
2). In Fig. 3 we plot the analytic solution for nonhysteretic redistribution of water in Yolo
light clay initially saturated to depth 20 cm, displayed at dimensionless times M2T = 1.0 and
4.0. Figures 4 and 5 include the solution for deep drainage of an initially saturated
semi-infinite column.

3. Analytic solution (finite column)

Consider the nonhysteretic redistribution of moisture in a finite-length column with im-
permeable boundaries. The case of nonlinear diffusion with diffusivity of the form (6b) was
solved by Knight and Philip [29]. Here we incorporate gravity by assuming a conductivity
function of the form (6a), thereby correcting the deficiency recognised by Mahmoodian-
Shoostari et al. [2].

Let us assume that the column has dimensionless depth z. From (21a), for any
Z1* E [0, Z0 *],

1 dz* = Czl* - ml 2 (zl*, t). (37)

Since the total volume V0 of water in the column is constant, the lower boundary must
correspond to a constant value Z = Z0 . From (37),

(38)ZO = 2m-1/2[Czo*- Vo - V. ]A,
I k,(0, - 0.) A

where A is the cross-sectional area and Vn = AsOnzo*A.

33
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The unsaturated-flow equation (8) is to be solved, subject to zero-flux boundary conditions

v,=0O at z*=0,zO (39)

and general initial conditions

= ((z*) at t =0, (40)

As in the semi-infinite column, after applying the Kirchhoff, Storm and Cole-Hopf
transformations consecutively, the flow equation transforms to the linear diffusion equation
(27) while the boundary condition at Z = ZO must now be the same as that at Z = 0, namely

dZ2 ( d) =0 at Z= 0, zO (41)

and the initial conditions are general,

u(Z) = u(Z) at T =0, with u continuous.

We define fo(Z) by:

fo(Z) = u(O) + (ZI/Z)[uo(ZO) - u(0)] (Fig. 6).

The function g(Z, T) = u(Z, T) - fo(Z) vanishes at Z = 0, ZO when T = 0 and by (41), this
must be true at all times. We may extend g(Z, T) skew-symmetrically at Z = 0, ZO and since
g(Z, T) vanishes at the boundaries, this skew-symmetric extension is continuous (Fig. 6).
Therefore, we may expand g(Z, T) as a Fourier sine series without any risk of incurring the
Gibbs effect (e.g. Hamming [30]) when in practice the series is truncated.

u(Z, T) - fo(Z) = g(Z, T)= E aj(T) sin z (42a)
j=1 Zo

where

aj(T) = Z z g(z, T) sin dZ . (42b)
Of 0 O0

9

f0(Z)

g (Z)

Fig. 6. Definition of g(Z).

c --

v V
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e

0.3 0.4 0.5
0

0.2
z

(m)

0.4

0.6

Fig. 7. Analytic solution for nonhysteretic redistribution in a 0.7 m vertical column of Yolo light clay initially at

uniform volumetric moisture content = 0.388. Here, M- 2t -21 days.

Now u(Z, T) given in (42a) satisfies the linear diffusion equation (27), provided

dj(T) = - ( aj

which implies

a,(T) = a,(O) exp[-{ z j T]. (43)

Given the initial conditions, a(O) may be calculated and hence (43) provides a solution in

the form of a Fourier series (42a) which is valid at all times.
To demonstrate the effect of gravity, we consider a finite column which initially has a

uniform intermediate moisture content = O, (constant). In the absence of gravity, the

infiltration equation reduces to a nonlinear diffusion equation which would have the trivial

solution 0(z., t.) = 0,, predicting no redistribution. The initial conditions here are the same

as those considered for deep drainage except that O, is now less than 1. By analogy with
(29), the initial conditions must be

u=uO= e M at T=O. (44)

Here,

M = [CI(C - 1)]' 2(1i_ - C + 1), with z, = C(C - 1)/(C - O,). (45)

The boundary condition (41) simplifies to

u=1 at Z=0, u=e- M ZO at Z=Z0 .

From (42b),

35
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aj() = (1 - MZ°)(1 - (-)) + 2 [(-1) -1]

+ 2 [M 2 +( -Je [1 m (-146)

Then, from (42a) and (43),

u(Z, T) = 1 + Z (e MZo - 1 a(0) exp z (47)
ZT s i Zo

We may calculate 0 from (33), using

du =z l (e-MZ- 1) + l rj a(0)exp cos jZ (48)

Equations (33)-(34) and (47)-(48) then provide an exact parametric solution. At large
times the moisture profile approaches an equilibrium profile in which capillary forces balance
gravitational forces, the gradient of total potential being zero. By Darcy's law, this means
that the flux is zero everywhere,

=K= (1- dZ

implying T = z + 0, T0 being the asymptotic capillary potential at z = 0. It is well-known
that in the absence of hysteresis, the profile z(O) would resemble a portion of the moisture
characteristic (0) (e.g. Watson [6]).

From (26) and (47), the asymptotic moisture profile is given by

=(C - 1)1 + 2m -2 Zo ) 1 - Z(1 - e- Mzo) , (49)

so that, at the surface Z = 0,

/ -- / = (C - 1){1 + 2m- 112Z1(1 - e-MZ°)}, (50)

O -- 0 = C[1 - {1 + 2m-'/ 2Z'(1 - e-MZ)} -1] , (51)

and

0(0 s - n)0o + n (52)

The asymptotic moisture profile will then be given by a portion of the moisture characteristic
beginning at this value of moisture.

In practice, the Fourier series (47)-(48) do not converge rapidly at early times. At
dimensionless times M 2T less than one, it is more efficient to replace (47)-(48) by
alternative series of complementary error functions, obtained by the method of Laplace
transforms (Appendix).

Figure 7 shows the analytic solution for the redistribution of water in the same model soil
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depicted in Fig. 3a of White and Broadbridge [20] and Fig. 2 here, but this time in a vertical
column of dimensionless length z = 4.775C-1 and with initial uniform moisture content
0' = C.

4. Comparison with simplified models

(i) The hyperbolic model

The replacement of equation (4) by the hyperbolic equation

dO dK
do-~~~~~~~~ dK ~~~~~~~(53)dt dz

has been of some use in estimating the total amount of moisture

W(z 1, t) = O(z, t) dz

down to moderate depths zI in a draining soil (e.g. Gardner et al. [12] and Nielsen et al. [1]).
Equation (53) is associated with the so-called unit-gradient approximation, the capillary
potential gradient dldz being assumed negligible compared to -1, the gravitational
potential gradient. However, equation (53) also follows from (4) when one makes the
weaker assumption that the gradient of the capillary component of moisture flux is small
compared to the gradient of K(O), the flux components themselves possibly being of the
same order of magnitude. In fact, at z = 0, the zero-flux boundary condition of the
redistribution problem requires that the downward gravitational component of flux should be
balanced by upward (including diffusive) components so that the unit-gradient approxima-
tion cannot be valid near the surface. In this circumstance, it would seem unlikely for the
weaker condition of negligible capillary-flux gradient to hold and we share, along with
previous users of equation (53), a distrust of its predictions near z = 0.

Equation (53) can, in principle, always be solved by the method of characteristics (Sisson
et al. [31]), since it follows that

dz(O, t) _ dK
dt dO '

implying that moisture contours 0 = 01 propagate with speed K'(O1 ) = [dK/dO],=,. Consider-
ing that 0 is defined only on the ray z 2 0, the most general solution which does not exhibit
shock fronts is

t- t() = K'(0) for tto(8), (55)

with t(0) an arbitrary monotonic decreasing function showing the time to(O) at which the
surface has moisture content 0. Figure 8 shows a typical set of characteristic curves z(O, t) (0
fixed) corresponding to initial conditions 0 = 0S. It is clear that characteristics do not intersect
and that shock fronts do not develop. If 0 were defined on the whole of the real line
- < < z < , then the solution given by Lax [32] would be the only shock-free solution and it
satisfies initial conditions

37
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to (,) to( 2) t

Fig. 8. Typical characteristic curves depicting propagation of moisture contours = ,, given initial saturation of
semi-infinite region z > 0.

=

On (Z < 0) 

This was the only solution considered by Sisson et al. [31] and its restriction to z > 0 would
correspond to (55) with to(O) = 0. In this solution, surface moisture drops immediately to the
background level ,, as shown in Fig. 2 of Sisson et al. [31]. However, in our analytic
solution, the appropriate time scale for surface drainage is M- 2ts, which depends on the
initial moisture content. In our example of initially saturated Yolo light clay, this time is
approximately 14.4 h. The hyperbolic model may yet be improved by retaining the full
boundary condition

O= v = D(O) d -K(O) at z=0 (56)
dz

when solving the approximate equation (54) exactly.
From equation (55),

dz(O, t) t(O)K'(0) + [t - to(O)]K"() .

However, at z = 0, t = to(O) and by (56),

dz _ D(O)
da K(O)

Therefore, the boundary condition (56) is satisfied when

D()
t(O) = K()K(O) (57)
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For commonly assumed diffusivity and conductivity functions, (57) may be integrated
exactly, leading to an analytic solution (55). Assuming that D(O) and K(O) have the form (6)
of our current analytic model, we obtain

to(O) = m -Its[n([ (1 2C - 1 2C-

+2(( 2 C )2 (2C 1)2 (58)

At times large compared to mrn1 t, the improved hyperbolic model agrees closely with the
solution of Sisson et al. [31], as shown in Fig. 5. At early times, the improved hyperbolic
model still underestimates the surface water content but it predicts a value significantly
higher than ,, (Fig. 4).

(ii) The Burgers equation

Analytic solutions to constant-flux infiltration have previously been obtained by assuming
that K(O) is quadratic and that D is constant (Clothier et al. [33]). The unsaturated flow
equation (4) then reduces to Burgers' equation

O d 20 dO
t= D z2U -d- with U= Ks/(O-On,). (59)

Although this model has not previously been used in redistribution studies, it may be
considered to be a more accurate representation than the hyperbolic equation (54), which
completely neglects diffusion. For deep drainage, the initial condition is 0 = 1 and the
boundary condition is

2 90
0= U2 -D- at z=0. (60)dz

This problem is virtually identical to that of equations (22)-(24), except that now z is
ordinary depth rather than material coordinates Z and is normalized volumetric water
content rather than Kirchhoff variable /a. By the procedure which we have already used to
solve equation (22), we obtain

O= -D u du (61)U dz

where

u = exp(M 2 t- Mz) + erfc( zt - /2 )

e2t{e-M erfc[½zt- "2 - Mt112]

+ eMz erfc[½zt- 1 /2 + Mt1 /2 ]} (62)

and

duldz = -M exp(M 2t - Mz)

- M exp(M 2 t + Mz) erfc[ zt - 1/2 + Mt112 ]

+ M exp(M 2t - Mz) erfc[ zt- 1 /2 - Mt 2 ] .2 2,t M

39

(63)
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In this case, M= UID. We choose the standard representative diffusivity of Philip [15],

D = 4rS2/(0 - n) 

with S representative of drying soil. The solution of the Burgers model is plotted in Figs. 4
and 5, along with solutions of the hyperbolic and full analytic models for Yolo light clay. The
hyperbolic model, implying maximum propagation speed of K'(Os), leads to a discontinuity
in dOldz at depth tK'(Os). This discontinuity may be viewed as a singularity in the second
derivative d 20/dz

2. Regions of high curvature in the moisture profile will be smoothed when
diffusion is incorporated. However, the representative diffusivity used in the Burgers model
is low compared to D(Os) and hence regions of high curvature in (z) are more noticeable in
the Burgers model than in the more realistic current analytic model. It is fair to say that in
the example of Figs. 4 and 5, moisture profiles predicted by the Burgers model are more
accurate than those predicted by the hyperbolic model.
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Appendix

We apply the Laplace transformation to solve the linear diffusion equation (27) subject to
boundary conditions (28) and initial conditions (29), which arise in the theory of redistribu-
tion in a semi-infinite column. Secondly, by similar techniques, we solve the diffusion
equation subject to boundary conditions (41) and initial conditions (44), which arise in the
theory of redistribution in a finite column.

Let v = u - exp(-ML) and 6(Z, p) be the Laplace transform of v(Z, T). Since v satisfies
the diffusion equation (27), 6 satisfies

dZ2 _P = - v0 (Z), (Al)

where vo(Z) is the initial condition (e.g. Ch. 12 of Carslaw and Jaeger [34]). From the initial
conditions (29),

vO(Z) = {0 e-M , Z ZL. (A2)

Let v = A(Z, p) exp(-p'/2Z), and B(Z, p) = d/dZ A(Z, p). Then (Al) implies

ep2 dB/dZ_ 2p1 /2B e-p/2Z = - v(Z). (A3)

Let B = C(Z, p) e2 p1 2z . Then (A3) implies

dC - 12Z
-Z = - e -Pz v(Z) (A4)
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Using (A2), (A4) has the solution

1 (p
1 1 2

+M)Z e-p l /2z+
IC( _(pl2+M)Z e e- p

L + r(p), if Z L,
C(Z, p) = p1/2 + M e /2

-(pl
2
+M)Z e - M L

Pl/
2
L

- ~ ~~- /e- +r(), if ZL, (A5)
p1/2 +M p1/2

with r(p) some function of p alone. From C, we deduce B and A and it follows that

-MZ e-ML 1/2z r(p) /2z

v pM 2 p q(p)e 2 1 2 e , if Z L
p -- M2 p -ML

1 { 1 (p,/2+M)L 
e - M

L 
L

-pl/+ 2 11
1 { pl/2(pI/2 + M) L e e p 

2
Lm(p) 

+ r(p) p/2z, if Z L. (A6)
+2p1/2

where q(p) and m(p) are functions of p alone. The functions m(p), q(p) and r(p) may be
determined by the boundary conditions d2 tT/dZ2 = 0 at Z = 0, and by the condition that u
is continuous at Z = L. The final expression for is

- e _Mz e- + -eML e-pl/2 (L + Z)
M 1/2(pl/2 + M)

e -p1 2
(L+Z) 2 e1

- e_-ML e -M
2 e

P P(P - M 2 )

-ML eP / 2(Z(-L)
p1/2(-- + /) e if

2-epl/2z 1 MLI -pl2(Z+L) ep'/2(Z-L)

-p(p _ M 2) e p 1/2 2(p/2 + M) p1/2 (p1 12 + M)

e-pl/2(L+Z) eP1/2(L-Z) e-P1/2(Z-L) }

P e - e +2 p_ 2 J if ZL (A7)
P P I.I

We may expand rational functions of p as partial fractions. For example, we simplify (A7) by
using

-M 2 1 1
(A8)

P(P-M 2 ) P P-M2

Then u may be obtained from u7 using tables of standard inverse Laplace transforms (e.g.
Appendix V of Carslaw and Jaeger [34]) and the expressions (30a, b) follow.

For the case of redistribution in a finite column, the Laplace transform ui of u must satisfy

dZ2 p = - u(Z) =-eMZ (A9)
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By the methods used for the infinite column, the solution is

-MZ ep 1 2z

- M + E(p) 1/2 + F(p) e- p / z . (A10)

The functions E(p) and F(p) may be determined by the boundary conditions d2 U/dZ2 = 0 at
Z = 0, Z0 , with the result

-MZ m
2

e M -_pl/2Z

p - M 2 p(p - M2 )

+ 2 -pl2M2 sinh(p"'2 Z)
p(p - M2 ) sinh(p"2 ZO)

2MM2 C mzo sinh(p112Z)
p(p - M 2) e sinh(p 2Z ) . (All)

Once again, we use (A8) and following the treatment of a similar problem (Sec. 12.5 of
Carslaw and Jaeger [34]), we expand [sinh(pl/2 Z 0)] - as

e Z e = 2 2 e(2n
+

)p
l /2ZO (A12)

ep l/2z°(1 -e- 2p /2 z °) n=O(A12)

Application of the inverse Laplace transform to (All) then yields

u = e +MT + erfc( ZT- 1/ 2 )

- eM2T{e - MZ erfc(ZT- 1/2 - MT"1/2 ) + eMZ erfc( ZT- 1/2 + MT'/2)}

+ 1 eM
2

T{e
- M (2

Z
-

+2ZOn) erfc( [2Z o - Z + 2Z0 n]T -1 2 - MT 2 )
n=O

+ eM(2 Zo-z +2ZOn) erfc( [2Z o- Z + 2Zon) T- 1/ 2 + MT 2 )}

- { M2Te -( 2 Z0+Z+2 Zon) erfc( [2Zo + Z + 2Z0n]T- / 2 - MT /2)

+ eM(2Z+Z+2Zn) erfc( [2Zo + Z + 2Zon) T- 1 /2 + MT1 /2 )}

+ ½ e-MZO+M2T{e- M(ZO+Z+2Zn) erfc( 2 [Z 0 + Z + 2Zon] T - /2 - MT 1/ 2)

+ eM(Zo+Z+2ZOn) erfc( [Z o + Z + 2Zon)T- 1/2 + MT' /2)}

e-MZo+M2
T{e -M(Z-Z+2ZO

n ) erfc( [Z o - Z + 2Zon]T- 2 - MT" 2 )

+ eM(z - Z+ 2ZOn) erfc( [Z 0 - Z + 2Zon]T- 1 2 + MT 1/2)}

- erfc( [2Z o- Z + 2Z0 n] T - 1 /2 ) + e- MZ° erfc( [Z 0 - Z + 2Z0 n] T - 1 /2 )

+ erfc( [2Zo + Z + 2Zn] T- 11 2 ) - e-MZo erfc( [Z0 + Z + 2Z0 n] T-1/2 ). (A13)

The above series converges rapidly for small t and therefore it is convenient to use it at
dimensionless times M2T < 1.
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